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Abstract
Condition of the seller and buyer are more numerous and scattered in Indonesia is quite difficult to
communicate and conduct buying and selling process. Natural conditions that many Indonesian island is
also one of its own difficulties. It has been strived for by the experts to make the mechanism of electronic
business systems that can communicate between sellers and buyers. In the developed countries as an
example of the American, British and French systems to work optimally, it means the system is very little
human contact with the end-user. The system can be set to work as an intermediary that can automatically
contact the seller or buyer. online shop agent in Indonesia for example, can be an effective solution to
improve the economy indirectly to our government. And so is the main element of our own society.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of E - Business can not work without a strategy ( business ) . E - Business Strategies are
needed to support the company's overall strategic direction . Canada is one of the most Internet-connected
world . However, the small business sector lags significantly behind the U.S. in terms of adoption of E -
Business . Why ? Because it is too small of an existing business has E - Business strategies that actually (
according to Forrester Research ) , only 14 % of them have a strategy , far behind US can succeed in e -
business , businesses need to develop a strategy E - Business . Here are some questions to consider when
developing an e - business strategy . Answering these questions will help you focus on initiatives with the
greatest potential impact on the company's bottom line . First , current business processes which offer the
greatest opportunity to reduce costs , efficiency gains , and increase profits ? . Second , where the
business gain a competitive advantage over competitors ? . Third , the region is causing the most
problems in the organization with respect to the services and rewards to customers ? . Fourth , whether
senior management or key people agreed to implement this solution ? and whether they have the will to
win the initiative in the organization ? . Fifth , how E - Business will provide a solution to change the
basic structure of the organization ? and what changes in staffing , expertise and communication /
information flow could potentially result from these exercises ? . Sixth , what training is required to
ensure that employees are able to maximize the potential benefits of this solution ? and how to involve
them from the start to maximize worker input , education , and commitment ? .
2. INDONESIA ONLINE SHOP AGENT
Online shopping or online shopping via the internet , is a process of buying goods or services from
those who sell over the internet . Since the arrival of the Internet , traders have tried to create an online
store and sell products to they often explore the virtual world ( internet ) . The customer can visit the
online store ( online store ) with easy and convenient , they can conduct transactions at home , sitting in
their comfortable chairs in front computer . Online business is also the same as the business activities that
we know everyday . The difference in the online business is all business activities conducted online by
using the internet . When current friends have something that can be commercialized in the life day-to-
day , it is likely that friends can also open up a business The in cyberspace . For example, my friends have
t-shirts and screen printing business The shirt has been on display at the outlet of friends in the street ,
then
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friends are likely to develop the business with open shirt screen printing shop in cyberspace . If so ,
then your friends are run the name " online business " . Basically consumers they can buy any item from
shop
online . Various products available , ranging from books , clothing , home appliance ladders , toys ,
tools , software and even insurance . It was only a fraction of the thousands of products that can be bought
by consumers through the internet .
3. BUSINESS PROCESS
Figure 1 : Business process
Sample research for tokobagus.com
Figure 2 : tokobagus.com’s website
Sample research for berniaga.com and bukalapak.com :
Figure 3 : berniaga.com’s website and bukulapak.com’s website
Transaction is the culmination of the activity of buying and selling on the site Tokobagus. Seller and
buyers alike have obtained what it wants. There are several ways to conduct transactions in buying and
selling on the site Tokobagus, the way by way of payment are: 1.) Cash loud, 2.) Transfer to a bank
account, 3.) Using a credit card, 4.) Barter. These methods are used by the informants to
show dealing the agreements reached during the negotiation process.
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Trade that occurs between users of the site do not fully Tokobagus running smoothly . Sometimes
there was a misunderstanding between the seller and the buyer , giving rise to a form of protest or
complaint by the aggrieved party . Complaints occur when there is a mismatch between the results of the
negotiations and agreementsfact received by the seller and the buyer on the site Tokobagus . complaint
performed to obtain the rights that should be acquired by agreement of negotiations that have been carried
out .
Most complaints made by the buyer on the site Tokobagus . some the result of complaints from users
of the site Tokobagus antaralain : 1 . ) Items sent late , 2 . ) Item received is not the same as the one on
in advertising , 3 . ) There are defects in the goods , 4 . ) service has been unsatisfactory , 5 . ) The lack
of resolution of the seller In addition to complaints from the buyers , there are also complaints from the
seller . Some causes complaints from the seller , among others : 1 . ) Payments that have not
performed or when the goods have been shipped less , 2 . ) Buyers are canceling
transaction unilaterally .
4. CONCLUTION
Online Agent  not just an online site that is solely development of Internet technology . Wider than
that , the facts on the ground demonstrate the breadth of reach in facilitating Tokobagus site about buying
and selling associated with various social problems . without the social side of the site Tokobagus just a
virtual space vacuum , which will automatically eliminating its function as a site selling - buying . This is
a side technoeconomi where Tokobagus site is not exclusively focused on engineering and a tool used by
people to meet their economic needs . The first part of the formation of the ( techno ) refers to the
technical equipment or material and existing knowledge in ( and can be utilized by ) society . The real
core of the activities of buying and selling on the site is subject Tokobagus relationship , where in a
relationship there are processes . The processes that have been passed in the form of someone joining a
Tokobagus site users , connections between sellers and buyers , negotiations between the seller and buyer
, transaction ,complaint and its resolution is part of a relationship or the buying and selling activities
on mayantara store .
Tokobagus site users have started to move towards change but not yet leaving the cultural elements that
long , though were trading at internet , not all trading activity conducted through the site Tokobagus .
For daily needs , for example, still shop at traditional markets and modern market .
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